Product overview

Risk Management & Forms
Easily calculate and document risk, and justify future district decisions.

Let our software help you calculate, analyze
and manage risk, giving you the tools to
make informed school decisions and meet
compliance requirements. With Parago, you
can fulfil two major requirements of education:
manage the quantitative assessment of your
operations, and enable your stakeholders to
assess risks.

Key takeaways:

Assessment-driven action
Parago provides risk assessment tools for
the vast breadth of focus required. From
the assessment of locations or tasks, such
as playgrounds or cleaning, to strategic
assessment of their district or school. You
can manage, analyze and make accurate
decisions to ensure school safety and overall
compliance.

Streamline your risk strategy
Digitize and transform your risk assessments
into a real-time living entity, with distributed
access and centralised visibility. Risk
assessments can be shared with staff to ensure
instant access and accountability. Your staff
can be the creators and owners of their risks
and give access to other staff members. This
removes the single or limited points of creation
traditionally seen in many organizations.

Learn more:
www.paragosoftware.com

Standardize your checklists
Parago also provides parameter-driven
checklists to enable you to perform
compliance and ‘housekeeping’ risk
assessments through guided forms. You set
the parameters and establish your own custom
forms with triggering conditions to create a
specific action based on the result or outcome.

Stay in control
With intelligent forms to help you judge
compliance standards, you can instantly
deal with risks or checks that are flagged
as inadequate or a ‘fail’. Our system will
automatically alert the right people to resolve
the issue before it turns into a problem.

Contact us:
paragosoftware@civicaus.com
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Ensure continuity and
high standards across
your school or trust
Be proactive in risk
management and
assessment
Stay compliant with
automated alerts

“I rely heavily on Parago to
help manage our 36 rented
properties; it makes the
arduous task of keeping track
of risk assessments, tenancy
agreements and documenting
photos so much easier.”
Kingham Hill School

